[Dual index information markedly similar sequence clustering analysis on IR fingerprint spectra of extracts of Guifu Dihuang and Jingui Shenqi pills with ethanol].
To establish, a novel method, Dual index information markedly similar sequence clustering analysis to identify and control the quality of formula Chinese patent medicine. Based on common and variation peak ratio dual index sequence analysis proposed by authors, a new equation was built up, in which the common inherited and variant information could be integrated into unique information represent. It described the properties of biological samples simply and synthetically. The dual index information markedly similar sequence were determined and used to cluster samples. The novel approach was applied for pattern recognition of IR fingerprint spectra of components of Guifu dihuang and Jingui shenqi pills, composed of extremely similar components extracted with ethanol, the two pills could be classified accurately and distinctly. The dual index information markedly similar sequence clustering method is an excellent one-fit pattern recognition one fit to analyze biologically complex samples.